Road Test Automatic Failures
The following is not an all inclusive list, it is a guideline for
the most common errors that will result in a failed road test.

1. Simulated Drive Downgrade - You must state " reduce gear and check brakes"
before proceeding down the grade.

2. Simulated Student Discharge ( School Bus) - improper demonstration of
simulated student discharge.
3. Simulated Railroad Crossing ( School Bus) - improper demonstration of the
simulated railroad crossing.

4. Accident - an accident, however slight, which you could have prevented.
5. Contact with a Pedestrian - which you could have prevented
6. Lack of Cooperation - refusal to obey instructions of examiner, refusal to
attempt maneuver when instructed by the examiner.
7. Offering bribes or gratuity to the examiner
8. Seatbelt - failure to use seatbelt.
9. Headlights - failure to use headlights when required.
10. Stop Sign Offenses - Failure to stop for a stop sign; Failure to stop before
proceeding into intersection; Failure to make second stop if necessary.

11. Red Light Offenses - Failure to stop for a red light; Failure to decelerate when
approaching a yellow light; Entering into the intersection as light turns red.

12. Failure to yield right of way - Failure to yield to pedestrian; Failure to yield to oncoming driver when making a left turn; Failure to yield promptly to emergency vehicles;
Failure to yield to traffic having right of way.

13. Failure to stop at railroad crossing - Crossing railroad tracks before stopping
when required to stop.

14. Driving in opposite lane continuously - Crossing double yellow line and
remaining in opposite lane for extended period of time.

15. Improper Passing - Insufficient clearance for pass; Passing within or too close to
intersection; Returning to lane too quickly after passing, forcing overtaken vehicle to
slow down. Passing on right where illegal; Passing in no - passing zones.

16. Restriction Violation - Being unaccompanied by licensed driver; violating
restriction on learner's permit or driver's license.

17. Speeding - Exceeding the speed limit.
18. Striking or Jumping Curb - Driving one or more wheels over the curb or onto the
sidewalk. Making contact with the curb, sidewalk or marker.

19. Vehicle Control - Vehicle out of gear more than the length of the vehicle; Vehicle
stops in traffic to regain gear. Stalls engine on the road.

20. Speed Control According to Conditions - Driving to fast for conditions; Sliding
or skidding due to speed; Failure to decelerate when appropriate.

21. Improper Stopping - Failure to stop before clearly marked stop line or crosswalk;
Stopping unnecessarily on roadway.

22. Signal Usage - Failure to signal before starting, stopping, turning, or changing
lanes. ( Two instances shall result in a failure ).

23 Cause for concern for safety - Anytime you cause a concern for public safety.
	
  

